USA-based Shroud of Turin Presentation, Inc. has produced various items for sale, details of which can be also obtained from Rodney Hoare - see address above. Included in the selection are five sets of slides (with five slides in each set), a colour booklet with some very fine photographs but practically no wording, and a poster with a very clear negative photograph of the Shroud Face, of approximate size 16 X 13 in.

Costs for these items are as follows:

- Slides: £1.50 per set
- Poster: £1.50
- Colour Booklet: £4.00

Rodney generally brings these for inspection to BSTS meetings, and will welcome any postal queries. Please allow plenty of time for orders to come from the USA - at present, an average of three months:

APOLOGY

Apologies are in order to those who expressed interest in a Report summarising BSTS lectures over 1982. This is still in preparation, and copies will be sent out as soon as possible.